Spurred by a proliferation of data sources and published guidelines supporting the conduct of rigorous real-world studies, the past decade has likely seen increasing submissions of real-world evidence (RWE) manuscripts to peer-reviewed journals. Sherman and colleagues (1) define RWE as “information on health care that is derived from multiple sources outside typical clinical research settings, including electronic health records (EHRs), claims and billing data, product and disease registries, and data gathered through personal devices and health applications.” Emerging real-world data (RWD) sources are often used to quickly answer research questions that may never have been studied in randomized trials, assess different outcomes than those studied in trials, use routinely collected information among more generalizable populations, and allow for analyses of subpopulations (2;3). Recognizing the advantages of assessing patient experiences to evaluate effectiveness, safety, and quality of care, several large-scale investments in RWD infrastructure are under way (4–6).

However, to impact clinical practice, investments in infrastructure to produce RWE are insufficient. Research results are typically translated and disseminated through clinical practice guidelines, reimbursement and payment policies, and other healthcare policies and protocols (7). These mechanisms often rely heavily upon evidence from peer-review publications to inform their recommendations. Thus, journal editors serve as gatekeepers to the translation of evidence, including RWE, into practice. Skeptics of RWE studies assert that lack of randomization may produce results prone to error or with larger treatment effects than seen in randomized controlled trials (RCTs); therefore, use should be limited (8). However, reviews comparing treatment effects between RCTs and RWE studies found few differences based on randomization alone (9–11).

Given improvements in data collection and statistical methods to address potential differences between comparison groups, many believe when done with high-quality data and...
methods, RWE can contribute to the body of best available evidence (11;12). Proponents of RWE have criticized the approach of relying solely on RCTs to inform evidence-based medicine and contend that if evidence emerging from RCTs is only generalizable to relatively small, homogenous populations, then providers will be unable to apply evidence-based approaches when treating the majority of their patient populations (13). For example, a recent assessment of Cochrane Reviews found that 44 percent concluded there is “insufficient evidence for clinical practice” (14).

Health technology assessment (HTA) bodies often rely heavily upon evidence from peer-reviewed publications to inform their recommendations. Because journal editors’ attitudes likely influence the types of study designs that make it through the peer-review process and on to publication, journal editors serve as gatekeepers to translation of evidence, including RWE, into practice. Given past skepticism of RWE study designs, journal editors’ perceptions of and possible biases toward RWE are important to understand as they may impact dissemination and, therefore, uptake of research findings. The objective of this study was to examine current views of journal editors regarding: (i) The value of RWE and how it compares with other types of studies like RCTs; (ii) Education and/or resources journal editors provide to their peer reviewers or perceive as needed for authors, reviewers, and editors related to RWE.

METHODS

A mixed methods approach was used to gather peer-reviewed journal editors’ perceptions by means of telephone interview, survey, and in-person roundtable (RT) discussion. The protocol for this study was given exempt status by the University of Maryland, Baltimore Institutional Review Board.

Journal and Editor Selection and Recruitment

Journals were selected and sampled from three topic areas: general medicine (GM), specialty medicine (SM), and health policy/services research (HSR) to provide a broad representation of relevant journal content and readership audiences. Journals were identified using Reuters InCites, and inclusion and exclusion criteria were informed by prior studies (15–17). Journals were eligible if: indexed in Medline; had an impact factor ≥2; and were published in the English language. Journals were ineligible if: instructions to authors state they only accept lab-based (bench) research, or solely dedicated to research on technology, education, or informatics. Contact information for editors of eligible journals was located on each journal’s Web site and editors were contacted by email and telephone in descending order of impact factor with replacement following refusal to participate or nonresponse after three contact attempts (see Figure 1).

A standard definition of RWE and RWD was used to ensure consistency (see Supplemental Material 1).

Data Collection and Analysis

Semi-structured interviews were conducted using a 20-item interview guide (Supplemental Material 1). Before the interviews, the guide was pilot-tested with a convenience sample of four editors from peer-reviewed journals (topic areas: health economics, outcomes research, or health policy) not invited to participate in the study. Interviews were conducted between August 2015, and January 2016, transcribed verbatim, and a thematic analysis was performed using Nvivo software.

Editors were asked their reaction to the working definitions of RWE and RWD presented and about the value of RWE. To assess manuscript volume, review, and acceptance policies for RWE studies compared with other study designs (e.g., RCTs) a nine-item survey was developed and deployed using Survey Monkey software (Supplementary Table 1). Editors participating in the interviews and those who could not participate were asked to respond to the survey. The email survey was open for participation from August 2015 to February 2016.

Finally, to identify key challenges to the review and publication of RWE manuscripts, all interview participants were invited to join a roundtable discussion on March 9, 2016. At the in-person roundtable, the interview and survey findings were presented, discussed, and examined. All interview participants received honorarium and roundtable attendees received travel reimbursement.

RESULTS

Sample

In total, seventy-nine journals (n = 30 with an Editor-in-Chief/Co-Editor-in-Chief based outside of the United States) were contacted, resulting in a final sample of fifteen journal editors who completed both the telephone interview and survey, and two additional journals that completed the survey only (n = 17 surveys; 7/17 had an international Editor-in-Chief or Co-Editor-in-Chief) (see Table 1). Among the seventy-nine journals contacted, thirty responded and declined to participate, while thirty-four journals did not respond at all. Refusal reasons offered by those who specifically declined included: busy schedule/no time (n = 11); conflicts with journal policy (n = 2); not relevant to journal subject (n = 4); no reason provided (n = 12); referred to RWE as “garbage in-garbage out” (n = 1). Among the fifteen journal editors who participated in the telephone interview, eight attended the in-person roundtable. Among journals participating in the interview, 8/15 had an international Editor-in-Chief or Co-Editor-in-Chief. The range of impact factors for the journals invited to participate was 2.8 to 54.4; for those participating, it was 2.8 to 14.7.

Editors interviewed varied in their experience with the number of years of experience as an editor ranging from 6 months to 24 years (mean = 8 years; median = 6.5 years). Time spent on editorial responsibilities averaged 19 hours per week.
### Table 1. Study Sample by Type of Journal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total solicited (%)</th>
<th>General medicine</th>
<th>Specialty medicine</th>
<th>Health quality or health services research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total respondents</td>
<td>79 (100)</td>
<td>15 (18.9)</td>
<td>48 (60.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responded (%)</td>
<td>30 (38)</td>
<td>7 (23)</td>
<td>17 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among solicited, participated in interview (%)</td>
<td>15 (18.9)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among solicited, participated in survey (%)</td>
<td>17 (21.5)</td>
<td>2 (13.3)</td>
<td>6 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among interview or survey participants, participants in RT (%) of interview participants</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
<td>1 (12)</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RT, roundtable.

---

**Figure 1.** Journal editor recruitment process.
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RWE Studies Have Value and Are Complementary to RCTs

In general, interviewed editors agreed with the definitions of RWE and RWD being used in this study and provided additional detail or reasons for disagreeing (Supplementary Table 2). Editors interviewed reported RWE, in general, to be valuable. Advantages included the ability to complement RCT evidence, assess the impact of interventions in the real world, and understand treatment effects among more diverse, representative patient populations. However, editors also cited disadvantages of RWE such as the lack of high-quality data and less-established methodological standards for RWE compared with other study designs.

Characteristics Defining High-Quality RWE Are Similar to Those Defining High-Quality RCTs

Editors reported that the value of a submitted RWE manuscript was grounded in whether the study asked important research question(s), fills a research gap, is generalizable, and whether the data source is well aligned with the question. High-quality RWE manuscripts were characterized as including: impactful, meaningful hypothesis-driven questions; generalizable subject populations; high-quality and clearly described statistical analyses and other methods; efforts to address selection bias are reported; and appropriate subject matter for the specific journal (Table 2).

These features were also described for high-quality and low-quality intervention studies with one caveat. Editors highlighted specific features associated with high-quality RCTs such as: approach to investigator blinding and recruitment, protocol violations, and follow-up periods. Attributes specific to high-quality RWE not mentioned include methods to ensure similar patient populations, confirm treatment exposure, or address missing data.

All Manuscripts are Treated Equally – Almost…

Editors noted that manuscripts with high-quality attributes have a higher likelihood of being sent for peer-review regardless of the study design. Survey results indicate the majority of participating journal editors receive between 500 and 1,999 manuscripts annually (n = 11/17). Among these, the majority of sampled journals (n = 11) receive 25 percent or fewer manuscripts reporting on RCTs, 50 percent or more RWE manuscripts, and ∼25 percent are other types of manuscripts. Overall, the majority of these journals (n = 14) send over 50 percent of submitted manuscripts, both RCT and RWE, for peer-review.

Participants reported they assess the quality of all manuscripts in the same way, irrespective of the study design. However, editors noted a prestige factor and comfort level with RCT designs that appear to provide advantages over RWE studies. RWE encounters more skepticism and may have a higher bar for demonstrating quality than for RCTs. For example, one editor explained that given the volume of RWD sources and relative speed of performing analyses using these data, “In some ways, it’s too easy to do RWE studies.” During the roundtable, editors also reported that it is considered more prestigious to publish RCTs compared with RWE, and for that reason may not scrutinize RCTs to the same extent.

“We always get fewer RCTs than we want, so maybe we have a lower bar. But for RWE, we know we will get enough papers, so ‘was there an interesting question’ becomes more important.” -RT participant

Peer-Review Challenges Exist but Are not Unique to RWE

Interviewed editors reported that manuscript acceptance is, in part, predicated on finding competent reviewers that can recognize high-quality papers. Editors reported difficulty in finding reviewers in general, regardless of study design. These challenges are due to: limited time and availability of peer reviewers, reviewer skills incompatible with the manuscript topic, and competition among journals for good reviewers. During the RT discussion, one editor highlighted the need for RWE manuscript peer reviewers to scrutinize the appropriateness of data sources and be acquainted with the RWD source used. Unfortunately, editors report that searching for identifiable characteristics (e.g., experience with specific data sources) for peer-reviewers using existing editorial systems is not feasible.

Current editorial computer systems often do not allow for stratification of peer-reviewers by attributes highly relevant for their ability to review a particular manuscript, such as experience with specific RWD sources. More granular systems that could enable editorial staff to stratify potential peer-reviewers by interests, expertise, and knowledge of a specific data sets could identify peer-reviewers with capabilities to adequately scrutinize RWE study designs and thereby improve the quality of published studies.

“If they don’t know the datasets, can reviewers really evaluate those studies?” -RT participant

Tools and Training for RWE for Authors, Peer-Reviewers, and Editors

Editors report infrequent use of training, tools, or checklists to assist authors, peer reviewers, and/or editors in the reporting and review of manuscripts for all study types. For example, seven of the seventeen journals surveyed did not have specific recommendations for authors to follow when conducting, reporting, or submitting RWE manuscripts. Among the nine journals that do provide recommendations, two respondents cited the STROBE guidelines, one recommended the “ISPOR Good Practices for Outcomes Research,” and the remainder alluded to their general author guidelines Web page.

In the roundtable, editors had mixed reactions about the benefits of specific guidelines and checklists (Table 3). The
Table 2. Comments from Interviews and RT Discussion on Value of RWE

| RWE is complementary to RCT evidence | • “So, RWE offers the benefit of samples that are truly representative of the target population, and that reflect the impact of interventions in the quote-and-quote real world, not in the idealized setting of a RCT where the implementation is tightly controlled and the outcome measures are carefully ascertained.” — Interview participant  
| Question makes an important or meaningful contribution | • “Best value is when they’re added on to evidence that is already available from randomized controlled trials, so that they can help provide insight as to whether the findings from RCTs are generalizable to different kinds of practice settings, and different populations.” — Interview participant  
| RWD source aligns with research question | • ““We always get fewer RCTs than we want, so maybe we have a lower bar. But for RWE, we know we will get enough papers, so ‘was there an interesting question’ becomes more important.” — RT participant  
| Transparency | • “Possibility to demonstrate differences between populations geographically different.” — RT participant  
| Identifying and accounting for selection bias is critical | • “Is the research question answered and relevant, does it have impact, cost less to run, and are the methods plausible.” — Interview participant  
| Data availability and accessibility are improving RWE value | • “One of the big issues with RWE studies is a lot of times you don’t have the data that you really need, in administrative databases or whatever, to observe what you want to observe. So, you’re limited in that the data aren’t collected for research purposes.” — Interview participant  
| • “We seem to need to know it’s an RWE data source, so it deserves extra scrutiny; whereas with RCTs we don’t seem to feel like we need to give the data source the same type of scrutiny.” — RT participant  
| • “The more sophisticated a study becomes, the more difficult it is to discern what the researchers actually did.” — RT participant  
| • “Methods properly described, is it clear how the study was done, is it clear how the relevant outcomes, or risk factors, or interventions were ascertained. Is it clear that there was appropriate follow up, was the cohort designed correctly?” — Interview participant  
| • “Datasets have improved to some extent, and because people are using better analytic methods to analyze the datasets.” — Interview participant  

RT, roundtable; RWE, real-world evidence; RCT, randomized controlled trials.

roundtable participants wished to avoid being “too prescriptive” or to impede methodological innovation if authors were to use methods not included on a reviewer checklist. Other editors expressed concerns that a “one-size-fits-all” RWE checklist is not appropriate due to the variety of study designs and sources that fall into the RWE category. Finally, other research has questioned whether the adoption of checklists for authors translates into increased methodological transparency or quality (18).

Editors Are Interested in Improving the Rigor and Transparency of RWE

During the roundtable, editors debated three opportunities to improve the rigor and transparency of RWE studies. First, because word limits on methods sections may not be adequate for detailed methodologies, editors recommended the use of online supplementary materials to facilitate research transparency. Second, some, but not all editors highlighted the need for a protocol and hypothesis-driven analysis plan a priori. This would allow editors and reviewers to differentiate between results derived from prespecified analyses rather than results with an impressive and significant odds ratio. Third, the roundtable debated the benefits and challenges of open-source data and more quickly reject low-quality ones. Editors would be able to spend time on high-quality manuscripts that can make a contribution to science and are more likely to be accepted for publication.

RT, roundtable; RWE, real-world evidence; RCT, randomized controlled trials.
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Little formal training for editors or peer-reviewers, while 7/17 provide training. Journals providing training referenced “online materials” or “Web courses” (3/7); written guidance or occasional lecture (3/7); or an in-person meeting (2/7). However, only one journal noted RWE-specific training, which was described as “general instructions,” for their peer-reviewers.

In addition, 9/17 journals reported they provide tools (checklists, etc.) to aid reviewer processes. Of those providing tools, these documents included “ratable issues and then open-ended review,” “online checklists,” “ratings on specific dimensions,” and “mostly, the tools focus on structure and formatting of reviews rather than content domains.” None of these included tools or checklists specific to RWE. Editors were also asked about training and resources for other research designs or statistical analyses. Among the respondents, 13/17 do not provide such training. Editors describe their resources as “for early career researchers,” “general instructions,” “sometimes within an online newsletter,” and “directed to guidance.” However, one stated they “require statistical review for clinical manuscripts.”

As explained by one editor, “the publisher wishes to have the same guidelines for all its journals, so field-specific information is discouraged.” In general, editors reported hesitancy to burden reviewers further with additional tools or training.

“We don’t impose a lot of structure. I mean we’re reliant on the generosity of our reviewers, and they’re contributing their time for free. So, we hate to impose a lot of rules on them. But, we also don’t hesitate to drop them if they’re not being helpful.” Interview participant - HSR

Table 3. Comments from Interviews and the RT Discussion on Editorial Decision Making

| Not enough peer reviewers – for any type of study | “I really don’t think that distinction is all that important here, I mean you have problems getting reviewers… period.” — Interview participant |
| Given the heterogeneity in RWE study designs, universal design-or review-side checklists are not useful | “A checklist will make the task more arduous.” — RT participant |
| Certain checklists and training for reviewers might be useful for both reviewers and authors | “If authors know a guideline/checklist is being applied, it may be easier for them when designing; it might also help reviewers to save time.” — RT participant |
| Checklists for quicker rejection and promoting feedback | “[A checklist] could be used for reducing the number of papers that actually go out for review — if the papers do not meet certain standards, we won’t even send them out for review.” — RT participant |
| Little formal training for editors or reviewers, none specific to RWE | “We would like to get to the point where we can make decisions faster, especially if the ultimate decision is to reject.” — RT participant |

RT, roundtable; RWE, real-world evidence.
DISCUSSION

Participating journal editors reported being receptive to RWE, provided studies asked important research question(s), fill a research gap, are generalizable, and the data source is well aligned with the question. They believe that RWE is complementary to RCT evidence and that characteristics of high-value RWE overlap with characteristics of high-value RCTs. Beliefs were consistent with Price and colleagues’ (19) view that the emergence of RWE is a natural evolution from traditional evidence, not a revolution. Interviewed editors identified several challenges to peer review, but also offered suggestions which may help improve the quality of the evidence base.

Improving Rigor, Transparency, and Relevance of RWE

One inherent challenge is the need for authors to balance transparency and complexity of methodologies with a clear story that people can follow (20). The availability of virtually unlimited word counts through online supplemental material may help editors, peer-reviewers, and readers alike evaluate the quality of study designs and analyses. RT participant’s suggestion that registering RWE studies a priori may improve the rigor and transparency of RWE. Similarly, a 2010 article by the Editors of the journal, Epidemiology, suggested that pre-registering studies could reduce publication bias, improve transparency, and improve ethical behavior among researchers (21). Kreis and colleagues (22) found that approximately half of sampled HTA agencies search trial registries to identify unpublished trial data; thus, analogous approaches could be adopted for RWE. In a recent editorial, White suggested that increasing transparency of methodology, selection/appropriateness of data source, registration of protocols, or implementation of corporate policies, and adhering to reporting guidelines can help researchers build trust in RWE (2).

As research is increasingly designed to answer research or stakeholder questions, the study quality and “fit-for-purpose” approach may prevail rather than historical study hierarchies in which RCTs are regarded the “highest” level of evidence (23). Several initiatives are shifting research culture and engaging stakeholders at the outset of research to identify useful and important study questions and endpoints (24;25). These efforts may result in more meaningful research rather than studies that are “too easy to do.”

Improving Peer Review

Journals provide little in the way of training for their peer reviewers, in part because they do not wish to burden them further. However, there has been concern reported in the literature regarding reliance on peer reviewers using their existing knowledge to identify “fatal flaws” in manuscripts. An assessment of British Medical Journal peer-reviewers’ ability to identify major errors within manuscripts found that of nine major flaws, reviewers, even those randomized to receive training, identified approximately three (26). This is particularly concerning as Editors also commented that editorial software makes it difficult for Editors to sort potential peer reviewers by their expertise and experience. This may make Editors more reliant on authors recommending their own peer reviewers, which has been linked to several recent high-profile fabricated peer reviews (27).

High-quality review is increasingly important in maintaining both the public’s and researchers’ trust in the legitimacy of published research findings. For example, pay-to-publish, open-access journals, which often feature studies that do not undergo rigorous peer review, if any at all, have recently received negative attention in both the peer-reviewed and lay press (28). To ensure a more systematic peer-review approach, the European Association of Science Editors (EASE) suggests providing instructions openly on the journal Web site, links to guidelines and checklists, and requesting reviewers to use these sources (29).

However, access to checklists alone may be insufficient. For example, a recent study found that reporting of confounders in peer-reviewed cohort and case-control studies was insufficient despite adoption and endorsement of the STROBE guidelines (18). In addition to access to tools, corresponding education may be helpful. Education and tools have been shown improve healthcare decision-maker awareness, confidence, and skills to evaluate and apply findings from RWE studies in practice (30).

Checklists to Improve Communication between Editors and Authors

Checklists could also serve as a communication tool allowing editors to more efficiently work with authors to provide suggestions for improving manuscripts for methodologically sound, innovative, and impactful RWE studies. This recommendation contrasts a report by MacMahon and Weiss (31), who believe that tools developed “to support editors and reviewers when considering such articles for publication” in fact “smacks of condescension,” because journal editors are typically selected for their expertise and experience. However, efforts to accelerate the peer review process would likely also be met with praise from authors submitting manuscripts to peer-reviewed journals, because they have been critical of the length of time to receiving a review decision (32;33).

Policy Implications

Interviewed editor’s are interested in improving peer review and the quality of the evidence base, including RWE. HTA bodies may find these insights useful as they consider the role of RWE and peer review in their decision-making. At present, use of RWE still varies by and within stakeholders. For example, in the United States, the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy Foundation’s Format for Formulary Submissions recommends using best available evidence including RWE. However, use remains limited among individual health plans (34–36). Similarly, Ran-
gara et al. found that 85 percent of clinical practice groups regularly use RWE in some aspect of guideline development, but the use is inconsistent (37). Synthesis tools such as the American Society for Clinical Oncology’s Value Framework uses only RCT evidence for determining “value” (38).

Internationally, policies on the use of RWE in decision-making is inconsistent (39). However, the Innovative Medicines Initiative’s Get-Real Consortium identified three areas where RWD is currently being used to guide relative effectiveness analyses: as supplementary input for initial HTAs, as inputs in pharmacoeconomic models, and for re-assessment as part of conditional reimbursement schemes (39).

**Limitations and Challenges**

The limited sample size and relative homogeneity of journals willing to participate in this study may reduce generalizability to a larger population of journal editors. Importantly, this study sample included an over-representation of HSR journals by virtue of them being more likely to agree to participate. While HSR journals represented only 20.3 percent of total journals solicited to participate, they represented 53 percent of interview participants, 56 percent of those completing surveys, and 63 percent of RT participants. Thus, HSR journal editors may be more comfortable with and value RWE studies more than journals in other fields, driving many of this study’s results. Editors who declined to participate may have done so because they found little value in RWE. For example, one journal editor declined to participate and referred RWE as “garbage in, garbage out.” Thus, divergent points of view, important for grounded theory, are absent.

Furthermore, while the leadership of sampled journals was approximately 50 percent non–United States-based, editors, particularly those who were participated in the RT were generally United States-based. Thus, our findings may primarily represent an American perspective. Lastly, the survey may have been completed by a member of the journal’s editorial staff who may not be as familiar with or have different views toward RWE as compared to the editor participating in the interview and roundtable.

**CONCLUSION**

Journal editors play a critical role in the translation of research findings into clinical practice. Editors suggest that with rigorous, transparent methodology, and improved data sources, RWE can contribute to the evidence base. Tools facilitating communication and the peer-review process may be useful for researchers, reviewers, and editors. Improving peer-review processes across all study designs, has the potential to improve the evidence base for decision making, including HTA.
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